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Are you struggling to find entertainment
that suits both the children and adults?

Archery is an exciting and memorable
way to fill those inevitable gaps in your
wedding programme and has the
advantage that it is accessible to both the
younger guests and the adults of all ages.
This removes the need to hire separate entertainers for the children and the adults.
Archery also serves as a good ice breaker allowing the guests to get to know each
other. Our coaches will use their experience to tailor the archery to the guests that
take part and they will include some archery 'games'.

Do you want your wedding photographs
to look a little bit different?
A couple of brightly coloured
archery targets on the lawn
outside your wedding or
reception

venue

can

make

for

an

attractive scene, while capturing the bride
and groom as they shoot arrows can
result in some striking and original
wedding photography.
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How can we provide you
with complete peace of
mind?
We care about the success of your wedding day
and understand that you want complete peace of
mind that everything will run smoothly on the big
day.
We liaise with your wedding venue regarding the
archery provision and we always ensure that

Are you worried about
hidden extra charges?

there is another coach on standby in case of
illness. You can contact us out of normal office

After discussing your needs

hours and you can be assured that all our

with you we will provide you

coaches will wear smart uniform (or historical

with a quote that will include

costume).

all the equipment necessary
for archery, an Archery GB
qualified coach, any travel
expenses,

public

liability

insurance (£5 million) and
any other extras discussed at
the time of enquiry.

This means that you will not
be confronted in the future
with additional charges.
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Are you worried about the
possibility of rain?
While we spend a lot of time planning your wedding archery, the weather is
something we have no control over. However, we do provide two gazebos that
can be used as shelter from inclement weather and depending on the venue it
may be possible to do the archery indoors.

Are you looking for
inspiration for a wedding
theme?
You might have your own ideas of what you
would like us to do, but if you need any
ideas we are happy to put together a day for you and your guests to remember.
You might wish to have a historical theme such as Mediaeval or Renaissance
or perhaps you prefer Robin Hood or rustic woodland. You may have a
favourite film that you wish to include such as The Hunger Games or Lord of
the Rings.
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Bows and Arrows
While many archers now use
modern layered foam (square)
targets

and

modern

recurve

bows, we always provide the
more traditional straw bosses
(targets) and wooden longbows
(in addition to modern recurve
bows).

Contact us
Contact Grey Goose Archery now to discuss how we help you
be on target for a wonderful wedding.
Phone:

01366 381279 - 07768 205490 - 07780 666266

Email:

info@greygoosearchery.co.uk

Address:

Grey Goose Archery,
50 Landseer Drive,
Downham Market,
Norfolk, PE38 9NG
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